Letters to the Editor

Spinal extradural arachnoid cyst: A rare cause of neurogenic bladder

Sir,

Spinal extradural arachnoid cysts are a rare cause of progressive compressive myelopathy. These can be congenital or acquired as a result of trauma or inflammation. We report a rare case of a large lumbosacral extradural arachnoid cyst compressing the cauda equina resulting into the secondary neurogenic bladder.

A 45-year-old female patient presented in the OPD with the complaints of recurrent attacks of burning micturition and low back pain. The pain was mild, dull aching in nature, and was radiating to the right lower limb. Although the pain was present for the last 10–12 years, it had gradually increased in severity for the last 1–2 years. History of lumbar puncture anesthesia for cesarean section 15 years back was present. Neurological examination revealed mild right lower limb weakness. No evidence of gait abnormality or abnormal sensory levels. No bowel related symptoms were present.

Ultrasound showed bilateral mild to moderate hydronephrosis [Figures 1 and 2] with dilated both ureters up to the lower end. The left kidney was small in size with scarring at the lower pole. Urinary bladder showed thickened and trabeculated wall with a small outpouching in the right lateral wall,
suggestive of a diverticulum [Figure 3]. Subsequently, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of lumbosacral spine was done on a 3-T scanner which showed a large cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) iso-intense extra-dural cyst extending from the level of L4 to lower sacrum, and causing compression over cauda equina nerve roots [Figures 4-6].

Spinal extradural arachnoid cysts are a rare cause of compressive myelopathy, located mainly in the dorsal thoracic spine. Although the etiology is still unclear,
these cysts have been described as type 1a Nabors spinal meningeal cysts resulting from the arachnoid mater herniation through a small dural defect. These dural defects can be congenital or acquired. Iatrogenic causes such as lumbar puncture can result in small dural tear and subsequent CSF accumulation and cyst formation. An association with Marfan syndrome has been reported in literature.\cite{1}

MRI may be useful for the evaluation of extradural arachnoid cysts. Findings may reveal a CSF isointense lesion in the extradural space with or without an enlarged spinal canal, epidural fat capping at the superior and inferior poles of the cyst, widened foramina, and posterior scalloping of the vertebral bodies. Computed tomography-myelography is helpful in identifying the presence of the communicating tract between the cyst and the thecal sac as seen in Type 1 meningeal cysts.\cite{2} CSF flow analysis using cine MRI may show communication of the cyst with CSF space.

The main differential considerations are giant Tarlov cyst, epidermoid cysts, or rarely a cystic schwannomas. Features such as homogeneous CSF signal intensity, communication with the thecal subarachnoid space, absence of any contrast enhancement in the wall, or within the cyst may be helpful in diagnosing extradural arachnoid cyst.

Conservative treatment is recommended for asymptomatic patients. In patients symptomatic cases en bloc excision of the cyst, followed by obliteration of the communicating pedicle, and complete repair of the dural defect is done.\cite{3}
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